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NEW RINEHART® FIELD TARGET™ (RFT) IS THE PERFECT “GO ANYWHERE” PRACTICE 

COMPANION FOR BOWHUNTERS AND COMPETITIVE ARCHERS  
Compact Enough to Fit in an Overhead Bin, Tough Enough to Take Your Best Shots 

 

Serious bowhunters and archers take their practice seriously.  Finding a time and place to practice, however, isn’t 

always easy — especially when you’re traveling.  It’s for this specific purpose that leading American 3D target 
manufacturer Rinehart® has introduced its new Rinehart Field Target™ (RFT). 

Rinehart’s new RFT is the perfect way for “on-the-go” bowhunters or archers to perfect their shooting skills  

and accuracy.  This 9” diameter circular target is lightweight and small enough to carry anywhere — even in the 

overhead compartment of an airplane.  Even so, it provides plenty of different sized, clearly marked target zones  
to take aim at from any angle. 

Take Rinehart’s RFT to your treestand for some quick last minute shots to fine tune your skills or use it as a  

yardage marker.  There’s literally no set up required — just toss it out into the field — it’s balanced with sand,  

so it will land upright every time — and you and your friends are ready to fire away.  This affordable target makes  
it easy to practice wherever you are — in the backyard, on the range, in deer camp or from your stand. 

Rinehart’s RFT weighs only a few ounces, but gives you the performance and durability you’re looking for.  Like all 

Rinehart targets, the RFT is made from Rinehart’s exclusive solid self-healing foam.  This means it can absorb hit  

after hit from field points and expandables without tearing or damage.  When you’ve emptied your quiver, it’s a  

breeze to pull out your arrows and start over again.  Even a kid can do it!  

For more information about the new Rinehart Field Target — or the company’s full line of premium quality  

archery targets for bowhunters and competitive archers — contact Rinehart at 1809 Beloit Avenue, Janesville,  
WI 53546 •  (608) 757-8153 • Or visit www.rinehart3-D.com. 
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